
Rate Roulette
New Zopa report exposes the barriers 
consumers face when applying for  
a personal loan
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Imagine…
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…biting into a chocolate bar only to discover 
what has been advertised to you, was in fact 
something much less appealing.

You’d be pretty upset and feel hard done  
by, right?

Yet, that’s exactly the situation borrowers face when they come to take out  
a personal loan in the UK today. 

For most loan customers, what they see isn’t always what they’re going to get.

Why? It’s because the majority of personal loan providers in the UK won’t show 
customers the actual rate they’ll be offered until they’ve completed the loan 
application. They also often leave an unnecessary hard mark on the customer’s credit 
file before they’ve received a personalised quote – impacting their credit score. 

This practice means it’s nearly impossible for people to compare two or more loan 
providers because they don’t know what rate they’ll get – and so are never able to 
assess the true cost of the loan. Consumers are literally playing “rate roulette”, unable 
to make an informed decision on their finances. 

The need for transparency in the loans market is greater than ever, and as we find in 
this report, much work is needed to make it fairer for customers. 

Ultimately, until all banks and lenders commit to providing customers with the real 
rate prior to application, the broader industry will continue to let down consumers.

Imagine…
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Key findings

What you see isn’t what you get

We’ve commissioned this report to investigate the barriers faced by people when 
applying for a personal loan, in particular the confusing and sometimes misleading 
rates, an issue which we believe is hurting consumers and damaging the industry.

As part of the research, we commissioned a mystery shopping exercise of the UK’s 
largest personal loan providers. Our mystery shoppers carried out online applications 
for an unsecured personal loan of £8,000 over four years. 

Our mystery shoppers all had a good history of managing credit, with an average 
ClearScore credit score of 495.

We also commissioned a survey of over 1,000 loan customers to get an accurate 
picture of sentiment amongst people who had recently taken out a loan.

The results, which we’ll delve into a little later, are a revelation:

•  Two thirds of loan applicants (65%) were offered a rate above the advertised rate or 
rejected altogether, meaning  just one in three loan applicants (35%) were offered 
the advertised rate

•  The average rate offered to successful applicants was 6%, nearly double the average 
advertised rate of 3.4%

65%
were offered a rate  

above the advertised  
rate or rejected  

altogether

35%
were offered the  
advertised rate

Over a 4-year loan  
period, an additional 

2.61%
is paid over and above  

the advertised rate
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•  Over the 4-year loan period, a customer would pay an additional 2.61% over and 
above the advertised rate – equating to an extra £453 over the length of the loan

•  Existing customers are getting penalised for loyalty, with those holding a current 
account with the provider offered an average loan rate of 6.7% compared to new 
customers being offered a rate of 5.4%

•  Loan providers continue to mark applicants’ credit records in advance of them 
receiving a personalised rate, with five providers leaving an unnecessary and 
potentially damaging mark on their credit file. There’s also a lack of awareness 
amongst loan customers that this is happening, with 40% of customers unaware 
that their credit score could be impacted even if they didn’t take out the loan

•  Banks and lenders are taking days – sometimes more than a week – to give borrowers 
a personalised loan rate. 10% of loan applicants had to wait more than 24 
hours to receive an indication of their rate, while one customer had to wait nine 
days and another six days to receive a personalised quote from their bank. 18% of 
successful applicants, meanwhile, had to wait for a letter in the post to learn of their 
rate before being able to proceed with the application. More than a third (36%) of 
loan customers had to complete physical paperwork as part of the application

•  Scepticism of the rates personal loan providers offer is high – only one in four loan 
customers (26%) believe that banks and lenders can be trusted to offer the rate  
they advertise

•  Loan customers want banks and lenders to give them the real rate, with 94% of 
borrowers saying that they would be much more likely to choose a loan provider 
that would show them the exact rate of the loan before applying

10%
of loan applicants  

had to wait more than  
24 hours to receive  

an indication of  
their rate

Only

26%
of loan customers  

believe that lenders  
can be trusted to  

offer the rate they 
advertise

Key findings
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Banks are confusing people with their rates.

Banks and lenders are required by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) to offer 
at least 51% of successful applicants the advertised rate (or as it’s known, the 
representative APR). This means over half of successful loan customers should get the 
advertised rate – but a much larger proportion of people will either get a higher rate 
or be rejected altogether.

Our mystery shopping exercise shows that there is a clear gap between what  
people are being shown when applying for a loan, and what they’re ending up with.  
Two thirds of the loan applicants (65%) involved in our research were offered a rate 
above the advertised rate or rejected for the loan despite having a good record of 
managing credit.

Put simply, even people with a good credit score only have a one in three chance 
of getting the advertised rate when applying for a loan.

A loans market 
confusing 
customers
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A loans market confusing customers

“  If only 40 out of 60 people are successfully approved for a loan, 
banks and lenders only have to offer 20 of those people the 
advertised rate”

40 
People approved  

for a loan out of 60 

20
People get the advertised 

rate for a loan

This is confusing for loan applicants. Not displaying the actual rate a customer will 
get prior to them applying for the loan or indicating whether they will be approved 
at all means a significant majority of people are choosing a lender based on an 
attractive advertised price that in fact - more often than not - they won’t get. This is 
why Zopa shows customers the actual rate – or real rate - they’ll be offered prior to 
them applying for the loan, and won’t mark a customer’s credit file until after they’ve 
applied for the loan, therefore putting customers in control.

When looking at the overall cost of the loan, the difference between the advertised 
rate and the average rate offered to customers is even more troubling. For an £8,000 
loan repaid over four years across the major banks and lenders in the UK, the average 
advertised rate was 3.4%, equating to a total cost of £8,567. Yet when looking at the 
actual rate being offered to individual customers once their application is complete, 
the average is much closer to 6%. Over the lifetime of a £8,000 loan paid over 4 
years, the total cost would be £9,020 – a staggering £453 more than they would have 
expected to pay.
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Loyalty doesn’t pay

Many high street banks will only offer personal loans to customers who they already 
have a relationship with. This should make sense as they could reward loyalty and 
better calculate risk based on their experience of how a customer manages credit and 
their overall finances.

Yet banks offering a personal loan product exclusively to existing customers didn’t 
deliver either a more competitive rate or greater transparency. In fact, loyalty doesn’t 
pay for customers when looking for a loan. People were more likely to get a better 
rate from an open market provider (one that doesn’t limit their loan products to 
existing customers) than their high street bank.

Amongst those banks who offer exclusively to existing customers, the average 
representative APR at the time of writing was 3.9%. However, the rate offered to those 
existing customers was 7.8% or £9,333 – some £680 more than the advertised rate 
over the lifetime of the loan.

When looking at banks who offer to both existing and new customers, the picture 
is the same for existing customers. The average advertised rate is 3.6%, while the 
average rate offered to those existing customers was 6.7%.

ANOTHER HURDLE TO JUMP OVER 

Jenny has a current account with a large high street 
bank which offers loans exclusively to its existing 
customers. After logging-in to online banking and 
filling out the loan application form, Jenny was told 
that because she didn’t have her salary paid into her 
current account she wouldn’t be able to apply online 
and would instead need to visit a branch. There is 
nothing in this bank’s loan criteria making this clear to 
customers.

A loans market confusing customers
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By comparison, the average rate offered to new customers across the open  
market lenders and the banks that offer loans to new customers, was a much more 
palatable 5.4%.

Your card is now marked

There’s also an inherent issue in the personal loan application process adopted  
by most lenders that is making a person’s ability to compare loan providers even  
more limited.

Of the nine banks and lenders surveyed as part of this research, four major high 
street banks continue to leave an unnecessary mark on loan applicant’s credit files (a 
hard search), even before they had shown the customer the actual personalised loan 
rate. Depending on the bank, both new and existing customers were subjected to a 
hard search before seeing the real rate.

This is important because it puts the customer at a severe disadvantage in being able 
to shop for the best possible rate. Having chosen a lender based on the advertised 
rate, the borrower will spend time and effort completing the loan application, to then 
receive a mark on their credit file and a quote for a loan often far in excess of what 
they were expecting. To make matters worse, often customers will wait days for an 
email or a letter outlining the personalised quote (more on this below).

However, due to the fact that the lender has left a hard search on their credit file prior 
to showing the real rate, many will feel compelled to accept the higher rate because 
they know that by shopping around (and potentially incurring further hard searches) 
their next quote could be even higher.

“ It took three days eight hours for the decision. 
They then rang me and the phone conversation 
was 15 minutes. They said they will send me all the 
paperwork in the next two working days.”

A loans market confusing customers
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“ The process was woeful. After logging in, two new 
web pages had to be opened before the application 
process started. My account logged out on one 
occasion so I had to start the process again. I then 
got an error message on three occasions after 
getting as far as inputting one-time passcodes 
provided to my mobile, which presumably would 
reveal an instant decision, but this wasn’t clear.  
I had to start the application process four times 
before I gave up and tried to apply without being 
signed in.”

Paper-based misery for loan applicants

For consumers, this makes for uncomfortable reading. When considering the fact that 
some banks and lenders are taking days – even a week – to give people an accurate 
loan rate it’s surprising that these underhand tactics have continued for so long. In 
fact, from our research 10% of loan applicants had to wait more than 24 hours to 
receive an indication of their rate, while two customers had to wait six days and nine 
days respectively to get a personalised quote. A fifth of successful applicants had to 
wait for a letter in the mail to learn of their rate before being able to proceed with 
their application. 

This contrasts with Zopa which can show the personalised rate and likelihood of being 
approved within 8 seconds.

A loans market confusing customers
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It’s clear from our mystery shopping exercise that loyalty doesn’t pay when it 
comes to taking out a personal loan. Yet, many customers continue to choose 
their existing bank when taking out a loan. 

A recent survey conducted for Zopa amongst loan customers found that nearly half 
(48%) of them would remain loyal to providers they knew, even though they also knew 
that they wouldn’t necessarily get the best value loan. Loan customers were less likely 
to shop around for a loan than when buying a new car, booking a holiday, buying 
furniture, switching energy provider, or buying a new mobile phone.

However, when asked whether they would choose a loan provider that showed 
them the exact rate, 94% of loan customers said they would choose that provider 
over another that didn’t, suggesting that there is still significant confusion amongst 
customers as to the rates lenders are advertising versus the real rates offered.

Even so, scepticism of the rates personal loan providers offer is growing, which could 
be a sign that there is an appetite for change amongst consumers. Only one in four 
loan customers (26%) surveyed as part of the research believed that personal loan 
providers could be trusted to offer the rate they advertise.

Are customers 
waking up to a 
market geared 
against them?
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Are customers waking up to a market geared against them?

However, change is coming too slowly for many customers, who remain unaware of 
the various ways in which banks and some lenders are working against them. That 
40% of loan customers weren’t aware that some providers leave a damaging mark 
on their credit file even if they don’t take out the loan, is worrying. More than a third 
(36%) of loan customers had to complete physical paperwork, and nearly half (46%) 
found the whole process of applying for a loan stressful. The banks aren’t making 
the process easier for customers and that’s reflected in the fact that a third of loan 
customers felt that a quick and easy application process was more important than 
getting the best rate. Convenience and speed can provide value over and above price 
to many people.

“ Using a desktop and laptop, the loans link simply 
didn’t load. Also, I was told an email would be sent 
with their decision, but none arrived.”
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1.  Banks and lenders need to introduce real rates, showing customers the actual 
rate they’ll receive before they apply. By providing certainty on both the actual 
loan rate and likelihood of acceptance, customers will be better placed to accurately 
assess the cost of the loan across a range of different providers. Real rates would 
give customers the ability to make an informed choice that’s best for them.

2.  Hard searches prior to the point of application need to be eradicated from the 
personal loan market. Marking a person’s credit file before they’ve even received 
an actual rate often traps people into accepting a higher rate loan than they could 
get elsewhere. And if they don’t accept the first offer, the hard mark on their credit 
score will make the second quote more expensive.

3.  Banks and lenders need to urgently improve how people apply for a loan.  
98% of loan customers surveyed believe a quick and easy online application 
is important when they come to take out a loan. Give it to them. Personalised 
loan quotes needn’t be sent through the mail. Loan quotes and loan decisioning 
shouldn’t take days or weeks, it should be instantaneous. 

Our recommendations 
for a better personal 
loan market for 
customers
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“ Misleading loan rates are hurting customers 
and hurting the industry”

Our Rate Roulette report shows that the personal loan market is in clear need  
of reform. 

Customers deserve a fairer, more transparent, and more efficient loan market so that 
they can shop around, easily compare different providers, and make an informed 
decision when applying for a loan.

The first and most important step in creating a fairer loan market is for all banks and 
lenders to commit to showing customers the real rate early in the process, doing 
away with misleading rates and long wait times. The industry must stop penalising 
customers for shopping around by marking their credit score prior to displaying a 
personalised rate, and make the application process easier

Until then, banks and loan providers will continue to unnecessarily punish their  
loan customers.

Conclusion
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Conclusion

Andrew Lawson, 
Chief Product Officer at Zopa: 

“ Customers deserve a fairer personal loans market. Zopa 
was set up to challenge a market where misleading loan 
rates are costing people money and wasting their time.”

“ For most loan customers, what they see isn’t always what 
they’re going to get, and that’s not right. In contrast, 
customers applying for a Zopa loan can see the actual rate 
they are going to get and whether they’ll be approved for a 
loan before applying and without marking their credit file.”

“ It’s about time the industry commits to reforming its 
practices so that customers can shop around to get the 
best deal.”
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This research was carried out to evaluate to what extent advertised APRs  
for personal loans are actually offered to customers.

Our mystery shoppers carried out online applications for an unsecured personal 
loan of £8,000 over four years, with the following providers:

Methodology

•  Barclays
• Clydesdale
• HSBC
• Lloyds
• M&S

• RBS
• NatWest
• Sainsbury Bank
• Santander
• Tesco Bank

60 loan applications were recorded by our mystery shoppers. Research was  
carried out between 1st May to 15 May.

Our mystery shoppers all had a good history of managing credit, with an average 
Clearscore credit score of 495.

We also carried out survey research amongst 1,000 current loan customers  
between 8 May and 19 May.
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Zopa offers real rates, letting customers know the actual rate they’ll get, and 
whether they’ll be approved for the loan, before they apply - without leaving a 
mark on their credit score. 

Launched in 2005, Zopa pioneered peer-to-peer lending globally, giving personal  
loan customers a better deal, and redefining what good looks like in the lending 
market. It is behaviours like the ones laid out in this report that made the market ripe 
for disruption, and enabled Zopa to help half a million customers get the most from 
their money.

Since 2005, Zopa has approved over £4bn in personal loans, been voted Moneywise’s 
Trusted Loan Provider ten years in a row and was awarded Moneyfacts’ Personal Loan 
provider of the year for 2019. Zopa’s Trustpilot score is 9.7 out of 10, more than six 
times the average score (1.6) recorded by the “big 5” banks. 

As it launches its next generation bank, Zopa’s ambition is to make more people feel 
good about money, providing simple, fair products that are easy to manage and using 
its tech know-how to provide a bank that’s fit for the future.

More information

Zopa is committed to making banking fairer for everyone. 

If you’d like to know more about Zopa’s real rate campaign or information  
on how Zopa works, please contact pr@zopa.com or call 020 3751 1743.

About Zopa



Zopa 
1st floor, Cottons Centre 
47-49 Tooley Street 
London 
SE1 2QG

www.zopa.com 


